JIPFest POSTPONED TO 2021
Jakarta, June 2020 – The past two months, we have been struggling to reshape Jakarta
International Photo Festival (JIPFest) in line with the new social norm of physical distancing
following the COVID-19 global pandemic. Unfortunately, there are too many uncertainties that
make it hard for us to continue planning the festival.
In line with the difficult situation we are faced with, we regret to inform you that JIPFest will be
postponed to the second half of 2021. This hard decision came after many internal discussions
and a series of meetings with the local government, as well as thinking of scenarios to shift most
of the festival online, but we strongly feel that the festival is a space for networking and
exchanging knowledge– and the experience simply cannot be recreated through online
platforms.
Next year, the festival will be held at Kota Tua Jakarta, taking SPACE as the festival theme and
displaying works selected through the exhibition open call. We hope to see you and celebrate
photography together then.
Stay well and see you next year!
JIPFest team

Full info can be accessed on jipfest.com. Follow the festival’s social media channels for regular
updates (Facebook | Instagram).
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About JIPFest (Jakarta International Photo Festival)
JIPFest is a platform for photographers and the public to meet, engage and exchange insights, as well as
an arena for impactful photography projects to reach out to wider audiences. As Indonesia’s first
international photography festival, JIPFest also aims to foster and propel Indonesian photographers onto
the international stage. Organized by Pannafoto Institute, the festival’s first edition was held in 2019 and
was attended by over 17,000 visitors. The upcoming edition will take place on 19 August – 6 September
2020 at Jakarta’s Kota Tua. jipfest.com
About PannaFoto Institute
PannaFoto Institute, the organizer of JIPFest, is a non-profit organization based in Jakarta, Indonesia.
Founded in 2006, PannaFoto serves as a platform for education and fosters an understanding of
photography through its interdisciplinary programs with the support of World Press Photo Foundation
in the Netherlands. Since its establishment, PannaFoto has been conducting a series of photography
workshops for young talented Indonesian photojournalists, classes for public, seminars, discussions and
photo exhibitions. pannafoto.org
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